Your Information Pack
Here is the information from michelinman.com on your tyre search for :

Your selected tyre
MICHELIN

Energy XM2
Passenger car
Michelin's latest generation of tyres made to deliver the best performance on Indian roads, offering a perfect match of
safety, longevity and fuel efficiency.

Safety

Long lasting tread

Fuel Efficiency

All-season

Key benefits
Michelin always aims to bring together multiple performances.
At MICHELIN, we continuously push safety, durability and fuel efficiency, and even more performances, all
at the same time and with no trade-offs. That’s what we mean by MICHELIN Total Performance, which has
and will always be our difference on every tyre.

Firm grip with the road
surface which helps
reduce the braking
distance.
1
Stops up to 1.7 meters shorter
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Exceptionally long tyre life
Lasts 28% more compared to the leading
2
competitor in India

Low rolling resistance
contributes to fuel savings
22% reduction in rolling resistance when
2
compared to the leading competitor in India

Keep in mind
• If the tyre you’ve selected is not immediately available at your dealer, you can always ask them to order it. It may be available
in just 1 – 2 days.
• Remember that a good price is not always a good value : a tyre that lasts longer, helps you save on fuel, and keeps you safe
in every condition is a better value in the long run.

<p>* Extra Load</p><p>OE [Vehicle Manufacturer] Sidewall Marking: MO = Mercedes-Benz, AO = Audi</p> <ul
class="circle-styled"> <li>When selecting an Original Equipment (OE) tyre size, note that the proper OE tyre size for the
vehicle is determined by the manufacturer.</li> <li>Serious or fatal injury may result from tyre failure due to incorrect
selection, fitting, usage or maintenance of the tyres and incorrect tyre repair. Always consult Michelin tyre professionals
for all tyre related queries.</li> <li>Original Equipment sizes are based on the best information currently available to us.
Kindly ensure that the tyre size matches with the OE specification and the load & speed index is equal or higher than the OE
specification. If you are unsure what size is installed on the vehicle please check the size as listed on the tyre sidewall</li> </
ul> <p><a href="/content/desktop/IN/en/help-and-support/help-me-choose-the-right-tire.html">Help me choose the right tyre</
a></p>
1. Based on external tests done by Shanghai Motor Vehicles Centre on MICHELIN Energy™ XM2, measuring dry road
braking distance from 100 to 0 km/h; against 5 competitors' tyre brands in 195/65R15. November 2012
2. Internal tests conducted on Indian roads. Results calculated on avergae basis. Compared to a leading Indian competitor
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